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PsyWar and Washington DC’s Bureaucracy
Lack of market force corrections combined
with PsyWar propaganda yields unstoppable
parasitic growth.

Just in case you didn’t notice, since the 1980s we have developed a very big problem which is growing
exponentially. The US national debt has become unsustainable. 

To a significant extent this debt is enabled by irresponsible printing and injection of fiat currency into
the overall US economy by an unaccountable private “Federal Reserve” Bank. Today’s Federal Reserve
routinely acts as a willing enabler rather than a check on administrative and deep state spending. The
management of the Federal Reserve has become integrated into the interests and culture of the
permanent bureaucracy. But that is merely one of many symptoms of a deeper problem.

Many factors drive this explosion of debt, but near the top of the causation list is that the executive
branch and its permanent bureaucracy (administrative state + deep state) just does not care. They have
no pressing reasons to care. They have developed a whole special economic logic to justify and
rationalize not caring, called Modern Monetary Theory (MMT). 

Functionally, unlike either industry (market forces) or the military (failed wars), there are no external
forces currently limiting the expansion of the dysfunctional, counterproductive and (frankly) parasitic
behavior of today’s Executive branch. Legislative branch oversight has been emasculated by consent
with lobbyists collectively clamping down the Burdizzo, and in 1984 the Judicial branch conceded its
authority to serve as a functional check on Executive/administrative branch arrogance via the Supreme
Court Chevron Deference decision. And like the Federal Reserve, the informal “fourth estate”
(corporate media), which historically provided a separate and semi-autonomous oversight function, has
also been captured by this permanent bureaucracy.

The administrative and deep state has been so successful in capturing and manipulating media and
related communication (largely via CIA, FBI, CISA and intelligence community infiltration) that they are
able to seamlessly deploy advanced modern propaganda, PsyWar technologies and financial giveaways
to control all narratives and information which might otherwise cause the majority of the electorate to
check their actions, and in this way they completely avoid accountability. The CIA, FBI, CISA and
intelligence community have become enablers of administrative and deep state excesses and overreach.
With this corrupted information ecosystem, there cannot be any accountability of the administrative and
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deep state. In cooperation with a variety of corporate and NGO partners via “public-private
partnerships”, the executive branch has completely captured and co-opted all oversight mechanisms
which could enable or enforce checks and balances. The “ballot box” is well on its way to being a mere
inconvenience, because for the majority of voters the synthetic false reality projected by captured
media is the only political “reality” they encounter.

This is how modern nation-states abruptly collapse. As one recent example, recall the history of the
USSR and most of the former communist Eastern European states. Modern nation-states fail by
suffocating under the weight of bloated unaccountable bureaucracies whose primary objectives are to
serve and sustain themselves rather than to promote and defend the general welfare and security of the
citizenry. The social contract is stomped into dust by the boot of an uncontrollably arrogant,
authoritarian, self-serving bureaucracy.

To what purpose are powers limited, and to what purpose is that limitation
committed to writing, if these limits may, at any time, be passed by those intended
to be restrained?
-John Marshall, Chief justice of the United States from 1801 to 1835

To illustrate my point with one example of the current situation, please consider the following from
“Heard Around the Hill”. This is a publication of the Council on National Policy, which has provided a
snapshot of the current state of the Federal Budget stalemate between the Legislative branch –
constitutionally tasked with managing the federal budget and funding the government, and the
Executive branch (and it’s permanent administrative bureaucracy) – tasked with administering that
budget.

House Republicans passed a plan to address the nation’s debt ceiling
Wednesday, tying the increase to desperately-needed spending limits and
reforms.

The package includes:

Limiting future spending to FY22 levels
Reclaiming unspent COVID money
Defunding 87,000 new IRS agents
Implementing work requirements for government assistance programs

The White House refused to negotiate, insisting Congress give them a
blank check for future spending and betting that proposed reforms could
not garner enough votes in the House.

Even Democrats have been critical of Biden’s refusal to negotiate. Senator
Manchin described the approach as a “deficiency of leadership.” House
Members have also disapproved of the tactic.

“A Down Payment On Fiscal Sanity” is how economist and former Assistant
Treasury Secretary Mike Faulkender detailed the Republican plan.

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nyhHVdO69PPYEmrL8rMtB0NqFTzg0ytp1vJ3_chKoPsSCcHLoj_G0p38_tLX7O0YoWrEyEjficHs5LPW34iRWqyupXLGKms9Dx1Bgqf_sARATePIYmXweSrj_vW3bWDoFlDKQBZGaWIoccCsrCkY3sws4Vor_IGzlY8Hgq1rYlZkC3H_FHVa_GbLHovUyeRLjW_PYFqOZDF7qtnsM-eXYQ==&c=lCPJ_JRoPKuShEyidNcR6PGv7q0isJ6NFX86clcy-JhroEgUUaCUIg==&ch=xZGoGH5HgldqZ1wt5mO8Fz3uAugzeL6T6pQ6AcCt-PphGARJtnAeyg==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nyhHVdO69PPYEmrL8rMtB0NqFTzg0ytp1vJ3_chKoPsSCcHLoj_G0p38_tLX7O0YjCZrTka90IqYIJ_npXa_Wmo7lfP5mJf2XSC3pkuhJzKH4QA-omtywOOalIE6D7E074AsjhoWZpmwyTVhTT3Rq-xaq04OxijwSjUYtJd89xSKrLHKh7LiASDk_nxkylfYDXmAWHz_wQA=&c=lCPJ_JRoPKuShEyidNcR6PGv7q0isJ6NFX86clcy-JhroEgUUaCUIg==&ch=xZGoGH5HgldqZ1wt5mO8Fz3uAugzeL6T6pQ6AcCt-PphGARJtnAeyg==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nyhHVdO69PPYEmrL8rMtB0NqFTzg0ytp1vJ3_chKoPsSCcHLoj_G0p38_tLX7O0YhELpG703sDYOrJTDgKGinAZNX-Nkhl96Odey3PSXgZiyLUomj8CWD7h-eKfwFQzn0rcin4BrXJC_HF9htkDSVrmPcoF0CXXDMjYKk9XH0OMqjpy0ivilt8QUGaGbBh0Dg-nbZWgxw38WrfgBNTcXU3wtR_MeKxSW8VMJxKu1sJHhybB2l5qaYGPJFOjPsQQkOBNUureIrV_RpIt-yFTugu3A9UUgIMAQ&c=lCPJ_JRoPKuShEyidNcR6PGv7q0isJ6NFX86clcy-JhroEgUUaCUIg==&ch=xZGoGH5HgldqZ1wt5mO8Fz3uAugzeL6T6pQ6AcCt-PphGARJtnAeyg==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nyhHVdO69PPYEmrL8rMtB0NqFTzg0ytp1vJ3_chKoPsSCcHLoj_G0p38_tLX7O0YGDWPaf3a9lnpix7xdUDKayiA3KWsxGSTgIX5SQAujS7h-axEApRswFEWrGAFcwZ_ItxeFOtpG74a3rfic4VeUH_he0D33gl-84T_-Uwbc9br_xKivSEOh7DyUOrJwjAWzBbV7q2i9BuKiLKsMyZJKcAIh792XvE8z-LvDYrfz6s=&c=lCPJ_JRoPKuShEyidNcR6PGv7q0isJ6NFX86clcy-JhroEgUUaCUIg==&ch=xZGoGH5HgldqZ1wt5mO8Fz3uAugzeL6T6pQ6AcCt-PphGARJtnAeyg==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nyhHVdO69PPYEmrL8rMtB0NqFTzg0ytp1vJ3_chKoPsSCcHLoj_G0p38_tLX7O0Y23SZvQxZ1WoAqSI_X7vuxJuGqBSXJWO-TFyJatRaKLCoU9CTnKfAouWZBzt7x8ZqdBlNy6ICnUqbPxqAFVm1NAeE6p_Tmji4AfUMKqLNTQHAxPLavvPldLyEnA2-NJZD7vEU3t6i-hf6FKB6IVlP7hWzNchRzpsb80TWVZRnSUP-LBaOE6nqInBOxXRchSIU5plszwmaQQjnGkqoJstkI5oZEkdcvuTmIPvf1uJAePTzDTJZvDWEYQ==&c=lCPJ_JRoPKuShEyidNcR6PGv7q0isJ6NFX86clcy-JhroEgUUaCUIg==&ch=xZGoGH5HgldqZ1wt5mO8Fz3uAugzeL6T6pQ6AcCt-PphGARJtnAeyg==
https://thenewamerican.com/author/rmalone/?utm_source=_pdf
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In discussing the current state of US Federal government, these terms “Administrative State” and
“Deep State” are often tossed about as if they are one and the same, but that is most definitely not the
case. As described by Kash Patel, the Deep State is a type of shadow governance made up of informal,
extra-constitutional, secret and unauthorized networks of power operating independently of a nation
state’s duly elected political leadership, acting in pursuit of agendas and goals which are separate from
the interests of the citizenry.

Administrative State is a term used to describe the phenomenon of executive branch administrative
agencies which exercise bureaucratic power to create, adjudicate, and enforce their own rules. The
administrative state abuses congressional non-delegation, judicial deference, executive control of
agencies, procedural rights, and agency dynamics to assert control over and above both republic and
constitutional principles.

Another related term often used to describe the modern American bureaucratic state is “Leviathan”, a
word with biblical origins repurposed as the title of Thomas Hobbes’ monarchist 1651 book which
advocates a strong centralized government. Hobbes argues that civil peace and social unity can be best
achieved through the establishment of a commonwealth via a social contract. Hobbes’ ideal
commonwealth is ruled by a singular sovereign power responsible for protecting the security of the
commonwealth, while being granted absolute authority to ensure the common defense. 

In many ways the modern American Administrative and Deep State, with its “public-private
partnerships”, has come to resemble the 17th through 19th century British monarchy, with an
entrenched bureaucracy (the permanent administrative state) functionally managed by a largely
hereditary elite, surrounded by the concentric status rings of courtiers which comprise the Deep State
(in the current embodiment). Within the growing hereditary ruling American oligarchy there is some
degree of turnover and palace intrigue, as the fortunes of some wane while others rise. As with the rise

https://www.amazon.com/Government-Gangsters-State-Battle-Democracy/dp/1637588240
https://thenewamerican.com/author/rmalone/?utm_source=_pdf
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of the British bourgeoisie and mixing of gentry with financially successful upper middle castes, this
often reflects broader financial and technological trends within the overall geo-political and geo-
economic context in which a globalized oligarchy competes.

The obvious irony being that this type of system was precisely what the American Revolution was
intended to overturn, and precisely what the US Constitution was written to prevent.

And above all of this, we have now added a transcendently powerful new capability to the Leviathan of
old. The rise of the CIA and its “Mockingbird/Mighty Wurlitzer” infiltration of both media and academia,
the FBI and its politically weaponized COINTELPRO-type surveillance, infiltration and disruption
capabilities, the DoD and its PsyOps/PsyWarcapabilities designed for offshore conflicts but turned
against domestic citizenry to support executive branch-defined “crisis” management, and the explosive
growth of a new censorship-industrial complex has yielded a “Leviathan” with reality-bending
information control capabilities the likes of which the historic British monarchy could only dream of.
Propaganda has come a long way from the days of Edward Bernays’ seminal 1928 book by the same
name.

The Washington DC-based Administrative/Deep State has emerged as a separate entity unto itself, with
its own culture, purpose, privileges and prerogatives. A key characteristic of this separate cultural
phenomenon and mindset- often geographically referred to as the “inside the beltway” set (referring to
the I 495 freeway loop encircling DC and environs)- is a focus on self-preservation and personal
advancement, rather than on achieving a mission, producing a deliverable, or serving the needs of
outside-the-beltway flyover state serfdom. 

Imperial DC beltway denizens form an incestuous culture, much like any historic imperial court.
Passive-aggressive “slow walking” of initiatives has been refined to a fine art. Sexual favors are
routinely exchanged to seal short-term alliances, both within agencies and between contractors and
“Govies”. Nuances of administrative regulations are weaponized to enable petty counterproductive one-
upmanship. “Beltway Bandit” corporations, lobbyists (registered and unregistered) and “think tanks”
cultivate, collect and support Deep State “swamp monsters” when the political wing they are allied with
is out of power for a period, anticipating that these courtiers will be rotated back in with the next
political shift or Executive branch “change” in leadership. And all are tied together in a revolving
maypole dance. Together, they collectively weave a Uniparty in which the commonalities of shared
commitment to advancing the interests of the Administrative/Deep State court are far more important
and lasting than any inconvenient superficial narrative about serving the interests of the general
electorate and citizenry. In this beltway culture, actually solving national problems takes a back bench
to the pageantry and Machiavellian machinations of the elite courtiers and their allies.

https://www.carlbernstein.com/the-cia-and-the-media-rolling-stone-10-20-1977
https://www.amazon.com/Mighty-Wurlitzer-How-Played-America/dp/067403256X
https://vault.fbi.gov/cointel-pro
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/61910a2d98732d54b73ef8fc/t/64f4dfec2b4e205ad922d3ae/1693769713925/Psychological+Operations.pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/author/rmalone/?utm_source=_pdf
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No wonder the general populace often feels that their votes for elected Federal officials are irrelevant.
Because they are, in fact, increasingly irrelevant. And as if that were not bad enough, the permanent
administrative state considers elected and politically appointed officials to be “temporary employees”.
The shadowy members of the unaccountable Senior Executive Service (SES) are the ones that actually
administer the government.

But with the advance of PsyWar capabilities, bolstered by advances in modern psychology, and
combined with algorithmic control, censorship, and manipulation of all information, Deep State beltway
denizens have been able to achieve a propaganda capability which rivals the Atomic Bomb in its
political implications. 

These actors are now able to decouple their activities from objective truth. There can never be any
accountability or consequences for mismanagement or misdeeds when they are able to effectively
control all information and communication. Objective reality has become a theoretical post-modernist,
surrealist construct, able to be contorted, moulded and enforced to comport with any synthetic version
of reality which best supports Administrative State, SES and Deep State objectives. Corporate and
social media lapdogs (rapidly becoming dominant via alliances with globalized investment funds), are
bolstered and legitimized by coopted academia. Together they often act under the strong influence of
Administrative State “intelligence” agencies and Deep State actors, and stand ever ready to create,
control, propagate, and reinforce whatever narrative is needed.

Desire to achieve this sort of reality-bending groupthink or mass psychosis has been a common feature
of bureaucracies, aristocracies, monarchies and oligarchies for as long as historical records have been
kept. But what is different now is the power and penetration of modern digital algorithmic control
mechanisms. We now witness creation of a lobotomized servant caste which enables an administrative
bureaucracy nirvana of complete lack of accountability is now within reach. What could possibly go
wrong? 

I believe that a short answer is “paradigm shift”. This type of cognitive landscape, in which a synthetic
reality is preserved and maintained despite increasing divergence from objective reality, is a setup for
abrupt introduction of more adaptive alternatives. Examples of synthesized false realities include an
unsustainable federal debt, a collapsing “safe and effective” COVID vaccine narrative, and the intrinsic

https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/what-to-do-with-a-problem-like-hhs-c4e
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contradictions of human activity-driven carbon dioxide levels representing a global existential crisis.
Actively fabricated false realities create a situation where current governmental solutions drift further
and further from optimal. 

At some point, an abrupt disruption in perception, power, global finance or available technology will
occur – a paradigm shift. And when a system, technical or political, has been prevented by externals
from adapting to changing conditions (such as happens with propaganda), then a crisis can trigger
catastrophic realignment of divergent synthetic and objective reality. In politics, these “earthquake”
moments reflect abrupt resolution of shifting internal forces which have built up tension along a fault
line, and often result in either revolutions or catastrophic failures of economies and civilizations.

Functionally, the US Government is now managed by disconnected Senior Executive Service (SES)
“leadership”, acting in harmony with Administrative and Deep State castes, massive transnational
financial institutions, public-private partnerships, corporate lobbyists and globalist non-governmental
organizations such as the UN, WHO, WEF and Gates foundation. This supra-constitutional alignment
has enabled permanent Administrative and Deep State “management” of an out-of-control federal
budget which supports a grotesque obsession with their maypole dance, court drama, one-upmanship,
and Machiavellian machinations. And all who object are censored, subjected to character assassination
and labeled fringe outliers by captured media.

Rather than solving the missions and problems which plague the electorate that they currently
parasitize, these erstwhile public servants have removed any ability of citizenry and electorate to
provide the oversight, control and correction function originally designed into the US Constitution by
those with lifelong experience in dealing with an earlier Leviathan. One that was also characterized by
arbitrary and capricious administrative authoritarianism. And in the current embodiment we now have
amazingly powerful psychological tools placed in the hands of venal, self-serving, immature and all too
often sociopathic individuals seeking self-gratification.

Indeed, what can possibly go wrong?

Abrupt, catastrophic economic and/or military collapse, that’s what. 

How many wars has the USA lost since WW II? And now this amazingly expensive and corrupt
Ukrainian foreign adventure is deconstructing itself. Which (mis) adventure seems to have mostly
worked to strengthen and hone Russian military might while depleting and fracturing NATO unity and
capabilities. Biden sought to drain and exhaust Putin, thereby yielding Russian regime change. In an
amazing feat of geopolitical jiu-jitsu, the precise opposite may well come to pass.

And then we have the obscenely bungled public health and financial responses to the COVIDcrisis. And
growing awareness that the “climate crisis” has been synthesized and weaponized to advance a variety
of geopolitical power, control and financial objectives.

This level of massive Administrative and Deep State mismanagement is not sustainable, even with US
economic and natural resource muscle.

History and archaeology is littered with the bones of civilizations and bureaucracies which became
inwardly focused and lost track of their function and purpose. I would love to believe in a fairy tale
world in which modest modifications in administrative agency guidelines and practices could result in a
more functional ruling bureaucracy. But I am too old for fairy tales, and have myself spent too many
years in the bowels of the Federal administrative state. 

https://thenewamerican.com/author/rmalone/?utm_source=_pdf
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I fear that the dysfunctional and fundamentally corrupt DC Beltway culture will not change until we
have a massive paradigm shift of some sort or another. Resolving these structural problems will require
a major correction. It could occur at the ballot box, but the power of the intelligence
community/censorship-industrial complex to distort reality to protect itself may have already reached a
stage where this cannot happen. However, the debt, the massive unsustainable debt, combined with the
insatiable hunger of the Administrative and Deep State working cooperatively with the industrial
masters of forever war and “biodefense” may soon trigger a global paradigm shift in power and
finance. 

And if that happens, I can only hope that I have enough guns, ammo, farm infrastructure and a well
developed network of like minded friends to ride out the following storm. 

But in such a brave new world, getting diesel for trucks and tractors will definitely be a problem.
Probably time to dust off my equine teamster skills and train some horses to pull.

Republished with the author’s permission.
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